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Employment Opportunities of Daily Wages
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Abstract: In construction field the labours are the back bone
of the site work as well as all sort of work which is executed in
the construction. Labours plays a major role in deciding the
success of the project and the labour factor also plays a major
role in time deciding of the completion of the project. As there is
a requirement of more number of labours the wages provided to
them are been less when compared to other state. The labours
from other state is also are employed more when compare to the
native state labour though they are paid less when compared to
the native state labours. In this study a junction where the
labours are more in numbers are chosen for the surveying from
them and with the details collected from them are been used to
analysis their current scenario and their present situation in the
construction field. In this study the maximum labours chosen
for survey are mason are of 70% from the total survey. Further,
the paper brings up that the expansion in labor profitability has
not been converted into expanded development in genuine
wages, especially for easygoing specialists. The Minimum wages
Act is inadequately actualized, especially in rustic zones.
Subsequently, there is a need to make game plans for the
compelling execution of this Act. In general, the paper contends
that the low degree of wages and the expanding wage differential
crosswise over various portions of the work market have brought
about across the board destitution among specialists, especially
development works.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In construction field labours play a major role in
regulating the work without any disturbance. In a site of
development enlists countless development specialists other
than customary workers, on contract through a middle
person (for example contractor).The momentary work results
to: unscheduled turnover in an association, low staff
confidence and low profitability.
Transient business influenced efficiency of staff in the
association since a ton of time and exertion was utilized in
preparing new representatives as their turnover was
high.(Hillary Thomas Wandera). Regarding compensation,

62 respondents speaking to 13.3% of them unequivocally
differ that they are paid pay at the very least the lowest pay
permitted by law, 54 of them speaking to 11.5% differ that
they get pay at the very least the lowest pay permitted by law,
19 respondent speaking to 4.1% didn't know, 190 of them
speaking to 40.6% concurred and 143 respondents speaking
to 30.6 emphatically agreed(Humphrey Danso)Supervision
costs under every day contracts, assuming any, fortify the
prevalence of piece-rate contracts.
Second, piece-rate contracts might be 'beneficial contracts',
which exist together with every day pay contracts on the
grounds that the advantages of piece rate contracts
referenced above are accomplished at some expense to the
business as far as assignment quality so day by day pay
contracts are not by any means repetitive. (Jean-Marie
Baland). The document serves as a platform for deciding the
position of the labour in current scenario.The study
completely analyses the industry characteristics, value chain,
cost structure and demographic profile of urban building
construction labour in Camp road junction.
II.

FIELD STUDY

From the field study which is made with the different
category of people in the camp road junction of Tambaram.
This study shows a clear state on the management and the
condition of the labour in the current scenario. In case of
camp road junction it is a main meeting point of all the
construction labours in which there are many constructions
going around the labours are also categorized according to
their age, experience and specialization in the construction
field. The below details are collected from the data collection
from the field and which is been enumerates in the below
report.
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Fig.1 Age of the Labours
Surveyed
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Fig 1. Enumerates the different age category of people in the
construction field and from them the survey is started and
from the discretising it can be stated that the labours who are
of 24 age is in more number when compared to the other age
categorized labour. It can also be stated that the labours who
are more than 50 age group is less in numbers when
compared to the other age group. It is also confines that the
labours of more than 28 age group are been getting jobs
regularly in a consecutive gap and where as other area been
place seasonally.

Fig.4 Residential scenario of the labours
Fig.4 In this survey most of the labours are staying in rental
house. 94% of labours stay in rental house and 6% of the
labours are in the own house this survey says that most of
labours are in the rental house.So we conclude that most of
the labours are under the poverty line so most of the labours
are in rented house and only few is in own house.
Fig.2 Salary Range Surveyed
Fig 2. Emphases that the labours salary wages of different
age category of people in the construction field and from
them the survey is started and from the discretising it can be
stated that the labours whose salary ranges from 500 to 900
Rs based on their specialization and experience of work in
the construction field. From the survey it can be confined that
the labours who are maximum salary ranges from the Rs 700
and most of the labours are been paid to the same.

Fig.5 Job opportunity -2015
Fig.5 From this graph it come to know that during the year
2015 most of the labour job opportunity is bad and only some
of the labours feel that their job opportunities are good. From
the survey it can be stated that the year 2015 is fall in
construction field and less job opportunities in civil field
most of labours
Fig.3 Labours Survey based on Profession
Fig.3 In this study the survey extracted is maximum
from the mason. In which the result extract shows the survey
is also confined with the other labours from different field in
construction. Whereas the construction is mainly depended
on the mason, so that it helps to extract the results of the
survey clearly. More than 70% of the labour is mason, 20% of
carpenter, 5% of electrician and centering and 5% of labour
is of demolisher
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Fig.6 Job opportunity -2016
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Fig.6 From this graph it can be stated that the job opportunity
is better than the year 2015 when compare to the chart of
2015 the year 2016 provide a good job opportunity. During
the year 2016 the job opportunity is seems to be better when
compared to the year 2016. It shows the year 2016 provided a
job opportunity to the labour in the construction field.

Fig.9Weekly wages of Labour
Fig.7 Job opportunity -2017
Fig.7 shows a drastic development in the construction field in
the year 2017 so that the graph shows the good development
in the year 2017. From the past two year the labour
opportunity where less when compare to the year 2017. In the
year 2017 provides a good job opportunity for the labour
when compare to the past two year.

From the fig 9. It can be stated that the weekly wages for the
labour are more that 500Rs in which it is connected to the
monthly wages of the labours from the survey more than 75%
of the labours are been paid more than 500Rs in weekly
bases. Whereas from the study the labours weekly wages of
500 to 600rs are of 32% and the labours weekly wages of 600
to 700rs are of 60% and the labours weekly wages of 700 to
800rs are of 6% and the labours weekly wages of 400 to 500rs
are of 2%.

Fig.10Monthly income of the Labours

Fig.8 Job opportunity of Labours
From this survey it could be described that the most of job
required of labours is more in the year 2017 when compared
to the year 2015 and 2016. The chart emphasis that the
construction industry is boosted in the year 2017 and the
labours revised salary according to the government of the
Tamilnadu in the year 2016. So that the opportunity of the
labour in the construction field is more.

In the current situation the monthly income of the labours are
more in category of (11000- 15000). 30% of
labours
monthly income are (5000 – 10000) and 70% of labours
monthly income are (11000 – 15000). From the study it is
observed that the labour that are waged more 5000 Rs are of
70% and the labours more 10000rs are 30% according to
their profession. It can also be stated that from the
government chart it emphasis that as the revised wages of the
labour are some of the effective measure to improve their life.

III. CONCLUSION
From the study it can be concluded that the pattern of wages
and earnings in different sectors reveals that employment
and wage growth have not been simultaneous. The sectors of
mass employment and higher
employment growth have
witnessed the slowest growth
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in wages, while the sectors of low employment and slower
employment growth have witnessed high wage growth. This
has led to the further widening of the existing wage in
equalities across sectors. One of the most important reasons
for this is that the majority of workers in the construction are
of where daily wages/ earnings are very low.
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It is also concluded that the after revising the labours wages
in the construction field by the state governance it shows
some improvement in the wages and also their monthly
income is improved by the revised state of wages.
Guaranteeing least wages in country regions and improving
working conditions in the urban casual area must be taken up
on a need premise with the goal that specialists in these areas
can receive the rewards of expanded work efficiency all in all
and win a good occupation specifically. From the year 2015
to 2017 it can be confined that the position of the labours and
the daily wages of labour are improved by 50% of 2015 year.
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